
Product Description:

This Professional supplier to diamond segment,The segment with unique TT design
allows the removal of ideal debris, better cooling, good sharpness and cutting efficiency. In
addition, the T-shaped design sau blade enhances the resistance to the side, improves
service life, and increases the production of the base.

In addition, this TT shape diamond cutting segment with 'three-step' design allows excellent
abrasive and long-working lifestyles, it also reduces the internal brake of stone during cutting
minimia's cutting friction And will cut the noise.

Wet cutting diamond cutting segment type: layer type, "type," V "type, taper type and
sandwiches are available.

Speciality:

1. The defense market requires different quality and sizes. We can create all types of size and
quality or price according to your requirement.

2.Tt size diamond cutting segment, result of good cutting. This special design will not allow
easy edge, break, tapped slab etc.

product specification:

The following are general specifications Diamond Segment from Professional
Suppliers, 

Segment Shape Chunk Size Application

TTShape 24x8.4/7.6x13h (15H) mm Granite,StoneCutting

The above specification is only for reference, other specifications may be available according
to the customer's demand.

Product exhibition

TT -sized diamond wet cutting granite segment from professional supplier







application:

TT shape diamond segment for granite stone cutting.

The China Factory Fast Cutting Diamond segment works in low noise, slight pollution and
small cutting slots that ensure maximum use of stone and similar thickness.

Other types of cutter segment:



general question

1. How can we be your agent in our country?
Please inform us your detailed company, we will discuss and propose useful suggestions for
you, and find the best solution for you.

2. Do you provide free samples?
Generally we do not offer free samples, but we guarantee our product quality.

3. Is there cheap shipping costs to import into our country?
For small orders, express will be the best, and for bulk order, the path of the sea ship is best
but take more time. For immediate orders, we suggest sending to the airport or by express to
our door.



Contact:

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

Telephone (+86) 595-86990206 / Fax:(+86) 595-86990220

Mobile / WhatsApp / WeChat:(+ 86) 18650679939

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

 Lyon Chang


